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Forty Hall
Woodlands Lake
The first Sunday in December sees the Pike match here open to all members but phone
to book in case we are over subscribed
The draw will be by swim 24 at 8am with the fishing being 9am to 2pm.
Entry fee is £5 and it is winner takes all.
All the pike rules on the E.A.C. pink card apply the main one being ‘sea dead baits’ only
Note! The car park is now locked nightly see board at entrance of car park for time, if you
are in after lock up you will be there until 7.30am next morning, the car park is not
security patrolled or watched over. Park in the road outside it is safer.

Fishers Green
Most of the time the river has still been low when it does come up a bit it does not last
long. However several good Barbel and Chub have been banked, the best time when
the water is running clear is as the light goes and on until the closing time. Earlier this
week a 13+ was taken by one of our members from the top end.
Several pike into high 20’s have been landed from the pits and one of 7+ lbs was banked
from the river probably snatching a small Roach that had taken the sweetcorn bait
intended for a Barbel

Turnford
We have stocked 450 Carp in the range 2-4lbs into Boot pit, this has already put a bit of
life into the residents but it will be spring and the warmer weather before we will know
how much it has improved the fishing and we are looking to the year two or three for
big improvements when these fish should be in the 6 -9 lb class

Paradise pond
A very poor response to the call for help in the last magazine so things will now have to
stay until March. We cleared most of the duckweed but did not have the help to clear
behind the island.
Last week Terry and I rebuilt the dam that was leaking last spring so with any luck winter
rains will fill the pond up and the level will last a lot longer next summer.
Like many waters over the last few weeks the fishing has been patchy the temperature,
sun, and air pressures all having an effect, plus when very few anglers fish and put
food in the fish start to semi hibernate in these more natural waters as opposed to
overstocked featureless commercials.
Remember it is float rod or light quiver/swingtip rod only, 8lbs line / size 10 hooks max
and a no buzzer fishery. See ‘Bankside-on-line 14’. If you can not remember or have
lost No. 14 let me know for a copy.

Passingford
The pond still awaits new residents negotiations are still ongoing, it will most likely be
after Christmas before we introduce fish
If you know of any member not getting this magazine please get them to ring me 020 8505 3215
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

Mike Smith

